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apps like quizzes which interacted user’s to make
access to their profiles. But this is not over yet.
Actually the Facebook was using there user’s
personal data without informing them. Nobody
knows for what purpose they were collecting the
user’s data and where. Except the Facebook. The
Keywords— Security, Risks, Internet and Facebook.
Cambridge Analytica captured all the data which
Facebook collected from their users. And they used
I. INTRODUCTION
In the current time. Few people between us that in United States Elections. And France
already knows about that the services we use on Elections.
internet misuses our private data and leaks some
However the Facebook got the right to access
times. But what actually happens we need to know
user’s
personal data from their devices. Who gave
about that. So we heard about Facebook’s data leak
them
permission
to do this thing? Actually they
issue. And many other issues happened on the
internet. It’s not remain same as before. Now in the understands that we becomes addicted of their
things. It becomes our daily routine. Whatever
current time the internet is not a safe please.
they’ll do with us we never stops to use their things.
We can’t blame a single organization or a person Because we don’t have any other way.
for this thing because it’s happening everywhere
To break the Facebook’s security, attackers
and with most of people. We using their services
and they are taking it as their advantage which is injected few bugs in Facebook’s view as option.
not good for us. Why we uses those services? Which infected several numbers of pages and 50
Because we required them. I.e. Google, Facebook, Million plus account. Also a biggest data breach in
yahoo, etc. meanwhile we are all depended on them Facebook’s history. Facebook apologies about this
so it’s their thinking that we will not stop using because this happened due to the hackers activities
their services. Even they track our activities uses but what about the Facebook’s own data use and
monitoring system. Which is injected in app and
our data without permissions.
websites. It records all the useful information as
well as private information of a user. Why
Facebook needs to collect these type of data. It is
II. FACEBOOK’S DATA LEAK ISSUE:
still a question which is not answered by the
As we heard about the Facebook’s data leak Facebook Company. Nobody in Facebook wants to
issue recently. It happens because of they given speak about this because they are hiding the truth
permission to a British Organization to make apps behind.
on Facebook platform. The organization name is
III. THE REALITY BEHIND RANSOM WARE
Cambridge Analytica. The British Firm created
Abstract— The security issues and flaws in internet services are
discussed in this paper. How to secure data while using internet
is the major requirement of the internet users. There are some
websites that uses their user’s data inappropriate way. A piece of
code which is able to explode a device, is used by the hackers.
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The year 2017 was called as a bad year in IT
There are number of vector ransom ware are
industry. It is the year when the ransom ware spread among many online websites. Which starts
affected most computer systems. So what the working when a user visits the site. And then it
ransom ware actually is it’s a type of malware started the encryption of files.
which encrypts user’s computer data and demands
for money. If they user not pays the money at given
IV. GOOGLE IS TRACKING YOU
time. His data is destroyed after that. The ransom
ware affected more than 200,000 computer systems.
Most of people knows that Google is tracking
their activities. But they doesn’t know why it is
tracking them. They thinks that to know the user’s
interest it tracks them. Even Google accepted that
when the android user disables the GPS location
Permission they still tracks the user they doesn’t
require the permission for that. The Android is
Google’s own so they can do anything with it.
There is link myactivity.google.com when you open
this link it will ask you first for a Gmail ID when
the user required to login that Gmail ID which he
signed in his android devices play store.
Then it will show you every activity of your
android devices like which app you opened and
how many times you opened even what you
The question is who created the ransom ware and
searches. So why they tracking at most level to us.
from where it came? So here’s the answer. The
This thing is not for user’s interest it’s our private
United States government agency created the
data. Everything you searches on Google it is stored
wanna cry program. But few hackers group stolen
by them and your location, IP, even some personal
the program. And used it to get their own profit.
Data too.
The other ransom wares are created by other
hackers group as its copy.
When the truth is revealed in the world that the
US government is behind the ransom ware. Then
they have given a statement that they created it to
find criminals all over the world. But the main point
is who gave them right to control our computer
systems. As they think they have access to our
private data and they can misuse. Isn’t it bad?
Still the ransom ware is affecting the systems
across the world. Some of them are stopped
working because of some decryption tools and
methods are created by companies and individuals.

V. MOBILE PHONE EXPLOSIONS

Many cases comes every day that mobile phone
exploded. But every time people blames on the
overcharging or hardware malfunction. But actually
not every time this is a real reason. We can over
clock our mobile phone’s CPU Processor speed by
doing few software changes. That helps to fast the
process.
But anyone who has a good coding skills in
android can make some android remote Trojans and
malwares. So why not they can make remote
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android Trojan which Over clocks the CPU Process.
There is limit of every CPU. Till which it can work.
If the limit is exceeds than the processor overheats
and explodes sometimes. So how can we measure it
as secure operating system?

[5]

VI. CONCLUSION

[8]

As Android Operating system is under control of
Google and they continuously records our activities.
A man who is the co-founder of Linux operating
system created a Google free Android OS Version.
Which named “Eeloo”. This version of android
doesn’t have control of Google means it doesn’t
have plays store it has a third party store. Nor it has
any Google’s thing like normal android. He created
this android version for user’s privacy.
And what you search is collected on Google
search engine with your personal details. There is
search engine which doesn’t tracks you. Where you
can search privately. The search engine name is
Charu.
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